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DMT in the Mammalian Brain: 

A Critical Appraisal 

 
 
Abstract 

Recently, a publication from Dean et al. reported that N,N-dimethyl tryptamine 
(DMT) is synthesized in the rat brain cortex, present at levels similar to other 
monoamine neurotransmitters, and significantly increases in concentration at 
death. They further promoted the theory that DMT may serve as the causative 
agent for “near death experiences”, which have been compared to peak 
psychedelic experiences. The publication certainly is interesting and suggests 
additional directions to explore scientifically but does not meet the bar for either 
claim that DMT is at functional levels in the cortex comparable to serotonin or is 
the “near death” neurotransmitter.  
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N,N-dimethyl tryptamine (DMT) and the natural product admixture 
ayahuasca being used in shamanic rituals that contains DMT, is currently a 
very fashionable topic. Thousands of people worldwide have used DMT or 
ayahuasca in recent years under shamanic guidance or in a therapeutic setting 
where it appears to show benefit for antidepressant-like effects and helped 
with healing psychological trauma. DMT has been a trendy topic both in the 
scientific literature and the popular press, where several pieces have been 
published ascribing cure-all properties to the molecule, including proposals 
that it is the neurotransmitter responsible for mystical experiences in “near 
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death experiences” where the individual has clinically died and been 
resuscitated. 
 
The recent publication by Dean et al. (2019) is the next iteration in attempts 
by the some of the coauthors of this publication to prove that endogenously 
produced DMT has important physiological functions, and in particular 
could be responsible for the mental effects of a near death experience. In this 
publication, they report that DMT is found in rat brain visual cortex, with 
slightly elevated levels of DMT in brains of rats that were asphyxiated. 
Previously, some of these authors had proposed that DMT is produced in 
significant amounts by the pineal gland (Barker, Borjigin et al. 2013). One of 
us has reviewed that hypothesis and has pointed out that the pineal gland is 
not capable of producing physiologically relevant amounts of DMT (Nichols 
2018).  The present report by Dean et al. showing that DMT could be detected 
in rat brain in similar amounts, regardless of whether or not the animal had 
a functioning pineal gland, is consistent with our earlier argument. 
  
In a previous publication by some of these coauthors (and prior to their 
studies focusing on DMT), Li et al. (2015) emphasized that asphyxia generates 
a “brainstorm” of neurochemicals. To wit, “An immediate and sustained surge 
of a large set of core neurotransmitters within the cortex occurs in response 
to asphyxia. In both frontal and occipital cortices, a dramatic and significant 
surge of neurotransmitter secretion was detected for as long as 20 min of 
asphyxia for all neurotransmitters tested.” They found that cortical levels of 
serotonin (5-HT) surged more than 20-fold, norepinephrine more than 30-
fold, and dopamine more than 12-fold. Additionally, levels of glutamate and 
other neurotransmitters including acetylcholine, adenosine, aspartate, 
taurine, histamine, and glycine all surged within minutes after asphyxiation. 
Thus, it is curious that Dean et al. (2019) focuses only on DMT as an 
important player in brain death within this context. 
 
Activation of brain serotonergic 5-HT2A receptors is the mechanism 
whereby hallucinogenic drugs such as DMT induce visual hallucinations and 
mystical experiences in humans (Nichols 2016). One of the metabolic 
pathways for the endogenous ligand of this receptor, serotonin, is N-
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methylation, catalyzed by the enzyme Indoleamine N-methyltransferase 
(INMT), for which serotonin was its first identified substrate. Previous work 
by Schmid and Bohn (2010) showed that high concentrations of serotonin can 
induce the mouse head twitch response, an animal proxy for hallucinogenic 
activity, via activation of 5-HT2A receptors. Thus, the surge of serotonin 
alone following asphyxiation could be responsible for activation of 5-HT2A 
receptors and production of (the behavioral metric used in laboratory animal 
studies of) psychoactive effects. In addition, if INMT is responsible for 
production of DMT, and INMT also N-methylates serotonin (Axelrod 1962), 
there should be a peak in the HPLC trace for N-methylserotonin, but that is 
not evident in the presented HPLC traces (and these two molecules do not 
co-elute in HPLC analysis). Further, N-methylserotonin also activates 5-
HT2A receptors to produce behavioral effects (Schmid and Bohn 2010) and 
this metabolite would be expected also to contribute to potential CNS effects 
mediated by the 5-HT2A receptor following asphyxiation. It should be 
mentioned that INMT is not specific for N-methylation of tryptamine, but 
also N-methylates a variety of other arylethylamines including, tyramine, 
normetanephrine, metanephrine, 3-methoxytyramine, dopamine, and 
octopamine (Axelrod 1962), as well as histamine (Herman, Bowsher et al. 
1985). Importantly, therefore, INMT cannot be seen strictly as a proxy for 
DMT production. 
 
As for the other neurotransmitters found to be dramatically induced in the 
cortex by asphyxia in the author’s earlier work (Li, Mabrouk et al. 2015), 
norepinephrine has a central effect on arousal and alertness and also activates 
adrenergic receptors that are co-expressed on apical dendrites of cortical 
pyramidal cells, the same anatomic location where 5-HT2A receptors are 
expressed. Dopamine plays important roles in arousal, attention, cognition, 
and affective emotion. Increased brain glutamate concentrations can lead to 
out of body and hallucinogenic experiences (Gouzoulis-Mayfrank, Heekeren 
et al. 2005, Browne and Lucki 2013), and is a mechanism involved in the out 
of body experience induced by the anesthetic ketamine. With such a flood of 
neurochemicals, including those that can significantly impact CNS function 
and induce out of body experiences, it is not clear why the authors attach 
such importance to the relatively small increase in the amount of DMT in the 
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brain following asphyxiation. Apparently, it is the recurring meme that 
because exogenous DMT is hallucinogenic, and because it can be produced 
in the brain, therefore it must be important there, and have some 
physiological (hallucinogenic?) role. 
 
Another explanation for out of body experiences, e.g., at near death, that the 
authors again fail to consider could be the production of dynorphin (DYN) 
and other endogenous opioid peptides. DYN and its cognate kappa-opioid 
receptor (KOR) play an important role in regulating stress responsiveness, 
motivation, and emotion (Bruchas, Land et al. 2010, Knoll and Carlezon 2010, 
Van't Veer and Carlezon 2013, Donahue, Landino et al. 2015). DYN 1-13 is an 
extremely potent kappa receptor agonist, with 0.44 nM affinity at the kappa 
receptor in rhesus monkey brain (Emmerson, Liu et al. 1994). Readers will 
appreciate that salvinorin A, the hallucinogenic component of Salvia 
divinorum, is a selective and extremely potent agonist at the KOR that can 
produce hallucinogenic and out of body experiences (Roth, Baner et al. 2002). 
Other endogenous opioid peptides are produced during stress and would 
activate other classes of opioid receptors. The authors made no attempt in 
their work to measure production of endorphins. 
 
A most critical aspect lacking in the discussion was a practical understanding 
of receptor pharmacology. 5-HT has a 10-fold higher affinity for the 5-HT2A 
receptor than DMT (PDSP Ki Database). Even if we accept that DMT is 
present at half the levels of 5-HT in cortex under normal physiological 
conditions, the combination of higher 5-HT levels and higher affinity of 5-
HT for the target receptor indicate that DMT will not be engaging the 
receptor to any appreciable degree at baseline conditions. During 
asphyxiation, as the authors’ previous work shows, and as they interpret data 
here, levels of serotonin increase over 20-fold compared to only a 6-fold 
increase for DMT (Dean et al. Fig 4A), further widening this gap. At these 
comparative levels, with the 10-fold higher affinity of serotonin, 5-HT2A 
receptors would be saturated with serotonin and engagement of receptors by 
DMT in the presence of that much serotonin (and/or N-methylserotonin) 
would essentially be zero. 
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There are additional issues with experimental design and interpretation of 
the data presented. For example, why was microdialysis performed in the 
visual cortex rather than the frontal cortex, where behaviors are mediated? 
Why was there no validation of RNAScope results with antibodies? mRNA 
levels do not necessarily correlate with expressed protein levels, and to state 
conclusively that the enzymes INMT and AADC are co-expressed in the same 
cells and synthesize DMT requires validation of the presence of the enzyme 
proteins themselves. The statement that “DMT would be the only 
monoamine whose biosynthesis takes place within the cerebral cortex where 
it may directly influence cognitive functions of the brain” is patently false. It 
has been known for years that monoamine neurotransmitters, including 
serotonin and N-methyltryptamines, are synthesized locally within the 
cerebral cortex where they can influence behaviors.  
 
Perhaps most curious, in pinealectomized animals, the peak supposedly 
representing 5-HT is significantly blunted in comparison (Figure 4A & B). 
Why is that? The pineal gland does not regulate 5-HT levels in the brain and 
there is no expectation that the absence of this gland would alter cortical 5-
HT levels after cardiac arrest. Further, two other un-identified peaks in the 
HPLC trace show the most significant increases after cardiac arrest (Figure 
4B). What are these peaks? The authors do not address these discrepancies, 
but rather only compare serotonin to DMT in pinealectomized animals. 
 
To be very clear, we are not arguing that DMT is not produced in the cortex 
of the rat. Rather, even with the production of amounts of DMT indicated 
by the authors’ data, the higher levels of serotonin, and potentially N-
methylserotonin, are much more likely to induce a behavioral response 
through the 5-HT2A receptor. The “brainstorm” of additional 
neurochemicals may also be relevant to altered consciousness, and in 
addition, suggests the potential role of dynorphin or other endorphins, which 
were not measured, cannot be discounted. As Dean et al. wisely conclude, “It 
is unknown whether the concentrations of DMT reported in our study at 
cardiac arrest can elicit the effects of an exogenous psychedelic dose of 
DMT…”  And, “the conscious states reported by NDE survivors may involve 
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contributions from several of the other neurotransmitters found to surge at 
cardiac arrest in our prior rodent study.” Exactly our point here! 
 
Science aside, a real problem with this report is that it is being taken up by 
the popular culture media and widely spread to a lay audience as now 
established dogma. Without a critical reading of the publication, advocates 
for the importance of endogenous DMT in the brain will and are saying, “see, 
we told you so.” Unfortunately, it only serves to propagate a pseudoscience 
meme. If we take the “politics” of DMT out of the equation, and simply 
examine the data presented, the publication by Dean et al. certainly is 
interesting and suggests additional directions to explore scientifically, but 
does not meet the bar for either claim that DMT is at functional levels in the 
cortex comparable to serotonin or is the “near death” neurotransmitter.  
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